Remote Trainer Station
Connect your simulator to the Remote Trainer Station,
increase physical distance and maintain a quality 1:1
coaching environment.
Operator training drives behavioral change and performance improvement, but today’s
physical distancing requirements dampen the effects of one on one training. Immersive
Technologies is expanding our efforts to keep your people safe while maintaining the
high levels of learning engagement and knowledge retention that the mining industry
knows us for.



Remote Trainer Station (RTS) introduces video conferencing facilities between your existing simulator cabin and a trainer desk located in a
separate office*. RTS utilizes the same trainer friendly interface your trainers have become accustomed to.
Through two-way communication and monitoring functionality, trainers can continue to coach and train as if they were right next to the trainee

REMOTE TRAINER STATION
INCLUSIONS

SIMULATOR
INCLUSIONS

 Mini-PC, two monitors, keyboard

 Tablet display
 Video camera
 Hand-free microphone

and mouse

 Tablet display
 Microphone headset

www.ImmersiveTechnologies.com

Remote Trainer Station includes additional hardware, software
license upgrade, 12 month warranty, and remote support.
Remote Setup Available: Parts are couriered
with detailed instructions and installation assistance
available through video conferencing or phone.

The Trainer in a remote office
location

The Operator within the
simulator

•

Can see and hear a video feed of the operator through
an additional Tablet/Laptop screen while speaking
through a headset.

•

Can see a video feed of the trainer on a tablet screen
attached to the main simulation screen.

•

•

Can see a video feed of the Conversion Kit on the main
Trainer Station.

Can hear the trainer through a speaker and speak to
them through a hands-free microphone.

•

Will have the same views and user interface on the
Trainer Station that they would normally have in the
simulator. This will allow them to initiate training,
perform administrative functions and do reporting
remotely.

24 HOUR SUPPORT
Australia
+61 8 9347 9099
Support@ImmersiveTechnologies.com.

Asia
+62 21 2793 8266
SupportID@ImmersiveTechnologies.com.

North America
+1 801 727 0766
SupportUSA@ImmersiveTechnologies.com.

Latin America
+56 2 2246 88 04
SupportLA@ImmersiveTechnologies.com.

Africa / Saudi Arabia / Europe
+27 11 973 7939
SupportAF@ImmersiveTechnologies.com.

* Note: All supplied devices will be on the same network subnet and isolated from any corporate network. Additionally, the network cabling between the simulator and site office
would need to be at least 100Mbps and have minimal latency (e.g. typical LAN environment). The customer needs to provide: The desk/location for the Remote Trainer Station, the
networking cabling/infrastructure outside of the simulator and labor to install/setup the system under Immersive Technologies direction, should Immersive Technologies be prevented
from accessing site.
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